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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

 
 

To: Sara Kelm 

 

From:  Dr. Charlotte Hogg  

 

Subj: Teaching Observation 

 

Date:   March 8, 2019 

 

On Wednesday, February 27, 2019, I observed your English 20803: Intermediate Composition 

from 1:00-1:50 in Winton-Scott 170. In advance of my visit you sent materials; in addition to the 

syllabus, you sent the current assignment they were working on, their Statement of Goals and 

Choices (SGOC) for their Issue Map assignment.  

    

You began the class promptly after chatting with students who came in ahead of class time. You 

mentioned their quizzes from last class period and reminded them about reading the assignment. 

You then transitioned to the Value-Issue Check-in assignment in which they connect their 

feelings and thought on an issue to their projects. After checking that this assignment is clear to 

them by asking for questions or clarifications, you move on to the SOGC assignment.  

 

One student nicely articulates the purpose of SGOCs as a rhetorical analysis of one’s work. On 

the screen you show some sample, generative questions for your version of the assignment on 

fake news. Students analyze the issue map, (a “visual representation of the conversation”) that 

you put up on the board.  

 

After going over the example with them, you broke them up into small groups to work 

collaboratively on their SOGCs. Groups had about 10-15 minutes to go over this work together. 

During that time you moved from group to group and talked to them about their particular 

challenges.  You then reconvened as a whole class and asked groups to share.  Students were 

engaged in this activity, giving feedback on each other’s issue maps, and you threaded their 

comments together nicely.    

 

Following this activity, you wrapped up class discussion, checking in to see if they were 

connecting threads on the issue maps, letting them know the class would do more work toward 

this on Friday and then move in to discussion evaluating sources.   
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All told, Sara, your class was thrumming along well. Some of this, no doubt, was due to your 

preparedness:  you’d clearly designed your assignments carefully, and the way you set up the 50 

minutes of class time show the same preparation (while not feeling at all constraining).  At times 

in intermediate composition classes, students can seem a bit lethargic with activities.  Your 

energy I think matched that of the class: everyone was congenial and invested and pretty much 

got to work.  This may sound “simple,” but I think it is some of the hardest work we do:  to have 

them sustain the work of the class rather than assuming there needs to be bells and whistles to get 

them engaged.  Rather, you took them and their work seriously—without being serious or 

overcorrecting by jazzing things up in a way that I think can feel disingenuous to students—

modeling that behavior for them.  They responded in kind, and this led to a productive class for 

all.  
 

Charlotte Hogg  

  
Associate Professor 

Department of English  

 

 

 


